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In the field of Computer Aided Designs there are continuous changes, variations as well as
innovations day by day along with the changes in technology which are making world of design very
smooth going accurate and error free. The firms providing CAD/CAM solutions are increasing with a
higher speed so the market is becoming more competitive in terms of providing engineering design
solutions and more attention is given to the quality of work. Thus companies while selecting
CAD/CAM solution provider becomes very choosy as no of firms are increasing and select the best
firm who implements or utilizes the latest technologies while dealing with CAD services. So it has
become very important and essential for firms to move along with the latest emerging trends and
innovations in the world of Computer Aided Design. CAD based services are mostly carried out on
the software called Autocad by Autodesk.

Now question arises in our mind from where these latest trends comes into picture and how are they
implemented? The answer to this question is that these innovations come into picture by the
invention of higher versions of the softwareâ€™s so called updated versions. In these updated versions
many new functions, commands as well tools are added according to the feedbacks from clients
using these softwareâ€™s and nullifies the problems faced in lower version of softwareâ€™s which makes
the world of design easier and faster. Following are few latest salient features which are very unique
and are very much useful for the firms providing CAD/CAM solutions:

1. Customized Views Selection: This is new tool which is added in higher version of Autocad in
which provides flexibility in creating detailed sectional views. These views can be easily created by
selecting the boundaries in the drawings. By addition of this tool user can only view or can creates
sectional views by its own as per the requirement of detailing. Thus it is called as customized
Selection tool. It also helps to maintain the consistency over the customized views in the projects.

2. File Synchronization and support: File synchronization is advanced tool which is very unique in
which one can easily access autocad files if shifts from one PC to another with the help of support
files which are created automatically.

3. Enhancements in File sharing: One can easily share their CAD based design files through social
networking sites like twitter, face book and many more very easily.

Few 3D CAD modeling related smart tools and innovations includes multiple press pull in which one
can easily press and pull multiple 3D objects at a time and other one is curve extension in which
provides the flexibility in extending the 3D curves easily.

Thus these innovations in CAD based designing tools makes the projects more easy to understand,
accurate as well as error free.
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